Add an appropriate relative clause to this sentence adding in the correct punctuation.

The magician ________________________ was performing at a birthday party.

Look at the choices of words within the brackets. Circle the correct word to fit the sentence.

Shivering and cold, the children tried to block the (draft/draught) that was coming from under the door.

The businesswomen had made a sizable (prophet/profit) on her investment.

Circle both of the adverbs in this sentence.

Tomorrow, Gita will proudly represent her athletics club in the county competition.

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled two adjectives that he uses to describe his fantastic yet naughty new puppy. Can you help him to unjumble them?

MSCHEIOUSVI  SLLMAVREUO

Can you think of the silent letter word to match the definition?

A piece of land surrounded by water. __________

A medieval soldier that wore armour. __________

Rearrange this sentence so that it has a fronted adverbial. Don’t forget the correct punctuation.

The racehorses picked up speed to try to win the race as they neared the finish line.
Circle both of the adverbs in this sentence.

Tomorrow, Gita will proudly represent her athletics club in the county competition.

Circle both tomorrow or proudly.

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled two adjectives that he uses to describe his fantastic yet naughty new puppy. Can you help him to unjumble them?

MSCHEIUSOVI SLLMAVREUO
MISCHIEVOUS MARVELLOUS

Can you think of the silent letter word to match the definition?

A piece of land surrounded by water. island
A medieval soldier that wore armour. knight

Rearrange this sentence so that it has a fronted adverbial. Don’t forget the correct punctuation.

The racehorses picked up speed to try to win the race as they neared the finish line.

As they neared the finish line, the racehorses picked up speed to try to win the race.